Finding rapidly suitable experts in an organization to compose a team able to solve specific tasks is a typical problem in large consulting firms. In this paper we present a Description Logics approach to the semantic-based composition of ad-hoc teams based on individuals skill profiles and on task description. The selection process is carried out using a novel Concept Covering algorithm that exploits the recently proposed Concept Abduction inference service in Description Logics. The approach has been deployed as part of a skill management system that takes text files with curricula and project specifications as inputs and extracts from them available individual profiles and task descriptions, according to an ontology modeling skills.
INTRODUCTION
Systems and techniques for Skills management have recently become the object of a growing interest, as knowledge and expertise of individuals have been acknowledged strategic assets of knowledge-intensive companies [25, 18] . Information systems developed for knowledge management have been integrated with skill management systems, whose impact on return on investment has been investigated in [16] . The use of ontologies as knowledge repositories has Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. now become almost common in novel knowledge management architectures, in order to give a common vocabulary and to use inference services on elicited knowledge [25, 26] . Once ontologies have been built, the arising issue is "how should we use them?". There is the need for reasoners and reasoning services able to take full advantage of the effort placed in structuring an ontology. Skill management can be characterized in terms of multiplicity relationships between individuals skills and tasks to be accomplished [8] . One to one: one task or job profile has to be matched with one individual; one to many: one task has to be assigned to several individuals that, together, are endowed of all skills requested for task realization; many to one: several tasks have to be matched with the skills of an individual able to accomplish them; many to many: several tasks have to be assigned to several available individuals. In this paper we propose a Description Logic [1] approach to the semantic-based composition of ad-hoc teams in an organizational context, i.e., we concentrate on one to many relationship between a task and the team of individuals that has to be composed to accomplish it. In particular we exploit the recently devised Concept Abduction inference service and use it to solve a Concept Covering problem, which can be seen as the analogous set covering problem adapted to a Description Logics framework. Our approach takes full advantage of structured, ontology-based, descriptions. It adopts an open world assumption, typical of knowledge representation. In practice, the absence of a characteristic in a description is not interpreted as a constraint of absence; instead, it is considered as a characteristic that could be either refined later, or left open if it is irrelevant. It obviously allows to find a set of individuals that, based on provided skills descriptions, cover the requested task, but also, when a completely satisfactory team cannot be composed due to lack of requested skills, provides a logic-based answer to what is missing. The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: next section revises related work on skill management; section 3 presents Description Logics basics, in order to make the paper selfcontained, then we present our approach based on Concept Abduction and provide an algorithm for team covering. Section 5 describes the rationale of the proposed algorithm with the aid of a simple case study, while section 6 briefly describes the system the proposed approach is deployed in. Conclusions close the paper.
RELATED WORK
Since the first investigations in the knowledge management area, the ability of employing internal competencies has been recognized as one of the key factors for the success of a company. In [18] the focus of companies on core competencies in developing their business is pointed out as the main source of competitive advantage. Such an emphasis to competencies has led to the study of Skill Management as a field of knowledge management. In [16] the role of skill management systems in organizational activities, such as expert finding, personnel recruitment, personnel development and project management is underlined. All these activities need the definition of the skills workers are endowed with. Such an activity traditionally involves human judgment in individuating and classifying skills hold by workers, in evaluating the degree of competence and in keeping up-to-date workers profiles. IT-supported system use is then suggested in managing companies competencies in order to downsize the subjectivity of human evaluation. The problem of expert finding is also modeled in [33] , in which the requirements of a skill finding approach are formally outlined in a domain analysis. A server architecture for expert finding, based on the previously mentioned domain analysis is proposed there. Skill management systems presented in literature, almost all embedding skill searching facilities, may be classified in two categories including respectively non ontology-based and ontology-based systems. Among non ontology-based approaches, database querying and similarity between weighted vectors of terms, typical of text-based Information Retrieval, have been used to evaluate possible matches [32] . Obviously, forcing profiles to be expressed by data structures or vectors of terms does not allow to deal with incomplete information, always present in matchmaking context in the form of either unavailable or irrelevant information. Skill matching has been also modeled as a bipartite graph in which the first set of vertexes includes assignees and the second one includes tasks to be performed [28] . Edges belonging to this graph link people to task. By determining a cost function that associates each edge with a real value, a weighted bipartite graph ensues, which results in a well known problem in Operational Research area, the Assignment Problem [21, 14, 20] . Among proposal on the subject, in [30] two skill matching systems, ProPer and OntoProper, were presented, both storing in a database skill profiles represented as vectors and using approaches from decision theory to allow for approximate match, not obtainable with plain database queries. OntoProper embeds also an ontology, reducing skill database maintenance effort by enriching the database with ground and inferred facts from secondary information, such as project documents. Nevertheless both systems lack of an ontology as skill repository, allowing to infer on previously introduced profiles. In [3] two People Finder Knowledge Management Systems were proposed: the Searchable Answer Generating Environment(SAGE) and the Expert Seeker. Both systems use databases as skill repositories, even though the second one provides more search options. Although proposing a database approach, the paper underlines the need to employ artificial intelligence technologies in People Finder Knowledge Management Systems in order to infer new knowledge from elicited skills and to keep automatically up-to-date profiles employing data mining techniques. Also agent technologies have been employed to support the search for the right expert: in [15] an XML multi-agent system is proposed, providing, among several features, support to management in searching the most suitable employee for a specific job. In [29] an agent-based application for supporting job matchmaking is proposed, focusing on the telework scenario. In [22] an ontology based skill management system is proposed, allowing employees to elicit their skills and providing an advanced expert search within a company intranet. In [19] a semantic based portal is presented for the composition of organizational teams. The user request is formalized as a query, searching the competences required for the task in an ontology used as skills repository. The system returns a set of one or more workers able to cover all the competences required for the task. All the available sets are ranked on the basis of the ontological closeness of query concepts to concepts formalizing skills hold by proposed individuals. In [23] a system integrating the accuracy of concept search with the flexibility of keyword search is proposed to match expertise within academia. The system is based on the use of semantic web technologies and in particular on RDF and XML in order to extract expertise integrated profiles from heterogeneous information sources. In [8] a semantic based approach to the problem of skills finding in an ontology supported framework. The aim is at finding the best individual for a given task or project, based on profile descriptions sharing a common ontology. The approach is able to cope with cases in which no perfect matches exist and provides not only a logical categorization, but also a ranking of matches within each category. In [9] an approach is proposed to endow with semantics the process of searching solutions to the Assignment Problem [20] . The work proposes an assignment based on the maximization of suitability between individuals and tasks and proposes a formal DL-based approach, implementing the algorithm in [8] , to evaluate such a suitability in an objective and explicit way. In [6] individual profile matching has been applied to dating services context. The problem of matching user profiles, when the demander's and supplier's profiles can have missing or conflicting information was addressed. A DL-based framework for expressing user profiles in this setting and a language suited for dating services were proposed together with an ad-hoc structural algorithm for matching profiles that, given a demander's and a supplier's profile, returns a penalty: the higher the penalty, the less the two profiles are compatible.
DESCRIPTION LOGICS
Description Logics (DLs) [1, 13] are a family of logic formalisms for knowledge representation.
The basic elements of DLs syntax are concept names, e.g., person, degree, specialization, and role names, such as workingIn, requiredAS. Intuitively, concepts stand for sets of objects, and roles link objects in different concepts. Formally, concepts are interpreted as subsets of a domain of interpretation ∆, and roles as binary relations (subsets of ∆ × ∆). Basic elements can be combined using constructors to form concept and role expressions. Based on the set of constructors adopted different DLs can be defined. Every DL allows one to form a conjunction of concepts, usually denoted as ; some DLs include also disjunction and complement ¬ to close concept expressions under boolean operations. Roles can be combined with concepts using existential role quantification ∃., e.g., Graduate ∃hasDegree.Engineering, which describes the set of graduates with an engineering degree, and universal role quantification ∀., e.g., person ∀livingIn.Apulia, which describes persons living exclusively in Apulia. Other constructs may involve counting, as number restrictions: Person (≤ 1 hasDegree) expresses persons with at most one degree, and Person (≥ 3 hasSpecialization) describes persons endowed of at least three specializations. Many other constructs can be defined, increasing the expressive power of the DL, up to n-ary relations [7] . Concept expressions can be used in inclusion assertions, and definitions, which impose restrictions on possible interpretations according to the knowledge elicited for a given domain.
For example we could impose that working teams members may be divided into those belonging to internal personnel and consultants using the two
As it is obvious, adding new constructors increases DL languages expressiveness. Nevertheless, it is a well known result [5] that this usually leads to an explosion in computational complexity of inference services. Hence a trade-off is necessary. In this paper we refer to an ALN (Attributive Language with unqualified Number restrictions) DL, which can be mapped in a subset of OWL-DL, the recently proposed language for ontologies in the Semantic Web framework [27] . The following constructs are available in an ALN DL:
universal concept: all the objects in the domain. ⊥ bottom concept: the empty set. A atomic concepts: all the objects belonging to the set represented by A. ¬A atomic negation: all the objects not belonging to the set represented by A. C D intersection: the objects belonging both to C and D. ∀R.C universal restriction: all the objects participating to the R relation whose range are all the objects belonging to C. ∃R. unqualified existential restriction: there exists at least one object participating in the relation R.
(≥ n R)|(≤ n R)|(= n R) number restrictions:
respectively the minimum, the maximum and the exact number of objects participating in the relation R.
TEAM COMPOSITION VIA DESCRIP-TION LOGICS
Recently, the Concept Abduction Problem (CAP) has been introduced and defined as a non standard inference problem in DLs [11] . In a formal way a CAP can be defined as follows: DEFINITION 1. Let C, D, be two concepts in a Description Logic L, and T be a set of axioms, i.e., an ontology,
where both C and D are satisfiable in T . A Concept Abduction Problem (CAP), denoted as L, C, D, T , is finding a concept H such that T |= C H ≡ ⊥, and T |= C H D.
P denotes in the following a CAP, and SOL(P) the set of all solutions to a CAP P. Given a CAP, if H is a conjunction of concepts and no subconjunction of concepts in H is a solution to the CAP, then H is an irreducible solution. Informally, the solution to a CAP can be interpreted as what have I to hypothesize in C, and in a second step add to, in order to make C more specific than D? In other words H is what is expressed, explicitly or implicitly, in D and is not present in C, or in an equivalent way which part of D is not covered by C. In [11] also minimality criteria for H and a polynomial algorithm to find solutions which are irreducible, for ALN DL, have been proposed. A numerical version of the algorithm has also been defined, rankPotential, which computes the length of H solution of the CAP L, C, D, T [12] .
In [17] the best covering problem in Description Logics was introduced as "...a new instance of the problem of rewriting concepts using terminologies". That is, given a concept C and a set of concept definitions in a terminology T , find concepts defined in T such that their conjunction can be an approximation of C. In order to define a concept covering two non standard inferences were then used: the least common subsumer (lcs)[2] and the difference or subtraction operation [31] . Unfortunately, as the authors admitted, the difference operator makes sense only for a small set of DLs, and surely not for the ALN (we do not delve into details, for a complete description see [31] ). In a more formal way the authors of [17] defined cover as follows. DEFINITION 2. Let L be a Description Logic with structural subsumption, T be a terminology using operator allowed by L, R be the set of concept definitions in T , R = {S i , i ∈ [1..n]}, and D be a concept in L such that T |= D ≡ ⊥. A cover of a D using T is finding a set Rc ⊆ R such that Si, conjunction of all the Si ∈ Rc, is such that
A cover is then finding a set of concepts defined in T such that they contain the information in D. Notice that a DL with structural subsumption is needed in order to use concept difference. In [17] also an hypergraphs based methodology is presented to compute best covers. We now extend the previous definition, in terms of a Concept Covering Problem, both eliminating limitations on L to be used, and rewriting it in terms of Concept Abduction. 
t. T . H: what is still in D and is not covered by concepts in R.
We use the symbol V for CCoP and SOLCCoP (V) for the set of all the solution to a CCoP V. Actually, there are several solution for a single CCoP, depending also on the strategy adopted for searching concepts belonging to R c . Based on the definition of Concept Covering Problem we now define the best cover and the exact cover. DEFINITION 4. Given V, a best cover for V, w.r.t. an order ≺ for H, is a solution Rc,
There is no solution R c , H for V such that H , the remaining part of D yet to be covered, is *smaller* than
Having a set R of concepts S i , i = 1..k, we want to find a subset R c of R, if exists, such that the conjunction of all the concepts in Rc is more specific than, i.e., is subsumed by, D. In other words, we are looking for a set of concepts which completely cover D.
Solving a Concept Covering Problem
Based on the GREEDY-SET-COVER presented in [10] , we now present a tractable algorithm to compute a solution to a CCoP. In [10] is also proved that, for a set covering problem, the solution grows logarithmically in the size of the set to be covered with respect to the minimal one.
The algorithm tries to cover D *as much as possible*, using the concepts S i ∈ R. ♥ If it is not found any new useful S i ∈ R, that is any S i such that it covers D more, then the algorithm terminates. ♣ A greedy approach is used to choose the *candidates* for Rc. ♦ Among the candidates the one such that H, solution for the local CAP, is minimal w.r.t. an order ≺ is chosen.
♠ If the greedy search returns a new S i , it is removed from R and added to R c .
The above algorithm itself is polynomial in time and the complexity source is in the solution of the CAPs and the comparison in [♦] . For the ALN DL, in [11] a polynomial algorithm (findIrred ) is proposed to find irreducible solutions for a CAP, and in [12] the tractable rankPotential is presented to rank concepts. Using such algorithms, GREEDYsolveCCoP can be solved in polynomial time.
ALGORITHM BEHAVIOR
In this section we present the rationale of our approach with the aid of a simple example and with reference to a tiny ontology, reported in figure 1, needed 
A SEMANTIC-BASED SKILL MANAGE-MENT SYSTEM
The semantic-based team composing process so far outlined has been deployed as part of a larger skill matching system, whose architecture is proposed in figure 2 . The system is made up of two main components, all implemented in Java. The first one analyzes text files and extracts individual profiles by employing a methodology enriching classical information retrieval techniques with semantics. Text files contain either curricula vitae or project specification, both referring to a vocabulary typical of skill matching context. This context has been then modeled in an ontology, our system refers to for the extraction of terms to be included in the profiles. This component is used to extract both the skills request from the specification of the project to perform and the profiles of individuals considered available in the team composition from their curricula vitae. The second component of our system is a team composition interface implementing the algorithm GREEDY solveCCoP . Such interface sends extracted profiles and the skills request to a matchmaker service (MAMAS), which embeds a modified 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a Description Logics framework for to the semantic-based composition of teams based on individuals skill profiles and on tasks description. To this aim we devised a novel Concept Covering algorithm exploiting the Concept Abduction inference service in DLs. The framework is currently embedded as part of a complete logic-based skill management system.
The approach is tailored for consulting companies and makes objective and explicit the process of searching team members, an organizational task traditionally performed on the basis of implicit and subjective criteria. Although a thorough and comprehensive evaluation of the system and of its benefits in an organizational context are still in progress, initial results appear encouraging and confirm the validity of the approach.
We are currently investigating contemporary composition of many ad-hoc teams, in order to avoid non-optimal human resources employment.
